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1. Let G be a Lie group. We call a character of an irreducible
unitary representation (IUR) of G an irreducible character of G.
Little is studied about the regularity of irreducible characters when
G is not connected. In this note, we present an interesting example
fro.m this point of view.
First recall some known facts. Let G be reductive, and assume
that Ad(G) is contained in the connected complex adjoint group of g,
where denotes the complexification of the Lie algebra g of G. Then
any irreducible character is a distribution on G which coincides with
a locally summable function on G, analytic on an open dense subset of
G (see [2, p. 132]). On the other hand, Shintani studied in [4] the relation between IURs of the group G generated by G--SL(2, C) and a,
and those of G,--SL(2, R), where a is the complex conjugation of
matrices. In this case, G--GGa, and Ad(a) is an outer automorphism of ;l. Hence, to use the explicit forms of irreducible
characters of G and those of G, as an essential tool, he had to establish
for G the similar result as above [4].
Now let G be nilpotent and connected. Then the character of an
infinite-dimensional IUR is a distribution on G supported by a subvariety of lower dimension. In fact, by Kirillov’.s orbit method, such
a representation is equivalent to that induced from a proper connected
subgroup H by a unitary character of it. Therefore, the character
of the representation is supported by the closure G(Hj of the union
G(H) of gHg -1 over g e G. Since H is proper, the normalizer No of
H in G is strictly bigger than H. Put (H)--gHg for y--gNo, then
G(H) is the union of y(H) over y e G/No. Note that No is connected,
and use the structure of a connected nilpotent Lie group given in [3,
p. 83], then we see that dim G(H)--dim H+dim (G/No)dim G.
In these connections, we are interested in the following problems.
Assume that G is unimodular, and that any irreducible character is a
distribution on G, that is, for any IUR T of G, the operator

-

T()-*)
**)

fo. (g)T(g)dg

for

C(G)
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is Of trace class, and the functional r Tr(T()), is a distribution
on G. Here C(G) denotes the space of all C-functions on G with
.compact supports, and dg denotes a Haar measure on G. Then we
.ask what is a good sufficient condition for that, on a fixed connected
component G of G, every irreducible character of G coincides with a
.locally summable function on G And further, is there any connection
between this phenomenon on the connected component G of 1 ancl that
.on G =/= G?
Here we give only an example which suggests complexities of
these problems.
2. Let G be the group given as the semidirect product of R and
.O(n), the orthogonal group of order n, that is, G=RO(n), and
(x, u)(x’, u’)=(x + ux’, uu’) for x, x’ e R u, u’ e O(n). The connected
component G of the neutral element of G is the group of Euclidean
Put K=O(n), K=SO(n), and
motions on R

.

.

,

0)

0)

0 1’
J
0
where 1 denotes the unit matrix of degree n. Then K--K[2 Ks, and
G=G Gs. We prove the following
Theorem. Let z be the character of an infinite-dimensional ir.reducible unitary representation of G R O(n). Let n be odd. Then,
coincides with a locally summable function which is analytic
on G
except on a subvariety of lower dimension, and on Gs, it is identically
zero or supported by a subvariety of lower dimension. On the conis supported by a subvariety of
trary, let n be even. Then, on G
lower dimension, and on Gs, it coincides with a locally summable
]unction which is analytic except on a subvariety of lower dimension.
Explicit form of the characters z is also given in Lemmas 2 and 6.
:. We construct IURs of G by applying Mackey’s theory of
induced representations for an abelian extension of a group. Let
N= R and 1 R be its dual. The duality is given by Rnx R (X, )
e <’>, where (x, }--<<x. The action of K on N induces
(u e K). Every orbit in f under
naturally an action on 2 as
0, r), r>0. Infinite-dimensional
K has a representative =t(0, 0,
IURs are constructed corresponding to non-trivial orbits as follows.
Let M={ue K;u=}. Take an IUR p of M on a vector space V,.
Let f’ be the space of V,-valued continuous functions on K satisfying
(me M, k e K).
(1
f(mk)--p(m)f(k)

,

,

u

...,

We put
(2)

If

--.[ IIf(k) l dk,

where dk denotes the Haar measure on K normalized as

JK

dk--1.
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Denote by ( the completion of (’ with respect to IIf I. Then the
representation T induced from N M by L’(x, m)e<,>p(m), is realized on ( by right translations"

((x, u) e G, f e
T(x, u)f(k)=ex, f(ku)
Every infinite-dimensional IUR of G is ecluivalent to T for some
and p.
4. For e C(G), the operator T() is given by

(-’3)

[

e<x,>f(ku) (x, u) dx du,
where dx denotes the usual Lebesgue measure on N=R n. Then T()
is an integral operator on t with a kernel K"

T()f(k)

G=NK

T()f(k)=[_

K(k, k’)f(k’) dk’,

where

K(k, k’)=[N e*.>(x, k-k’)dx.
To calculate the trace o T(), we proceed as follows. Let L(K,
V,) be the space of V-valuel measurable unctions f on K such that
]lfl] +c, and let P be the orthogonal projection of L(K, V,) onto
Then or f e L(K, V),
(P f)(k)
p(m)f(m-’k)dm,
where dm denotes the normalized Haar measure on M. Let S be the
integral operator on L(K, V,) with the kernel K. Then Tr (T())
=Tr (PS), and the kernel K’ of PS is given by

p(m)K(m-k, M)dm.
Since the kernel K; is of class C on K K, we have

K(k, k’)=

Tr(PS)
where

Tr(K’(k,k))dk=,(m)K(m-k,k)dmdk,

=I

(m)= Tr(p(m)) is the character of p. Therefore,
r(T(p))
r’(m)e’P(z’ k-mk)gm dk dx.

This gives the character r of T as a functional in
pressed formally as

(4)

Tr(T())=

(x, u)r(x, u)du

,

which is ex-

,

and to calculate
We wish to study the support of the distribution
r(x, u) on a subdomain of G where it coincides with a locally summable unction.

,

Put K =Ks, G=Gs, M =M ( K and M=M K =Ms. Denote
by dm and dk the normalized Haar measures on M and K respectively. Then, for e C(G) with support containecl in G= N K" for
p=0 or 1, we have respectively
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,(ms)d<x.>(x, k-lms’k)dm dk dx.

(ln-0 __0)1 e K, then --te M. Note that ,(t-’mt)=,(m), and
(tkx, } =-(kx, }. Then the above formula rewritten as
(5)
Tr(T()) 1 f, 0 (ms)(ex’ +e-’)

Put t

is

, or

?(x, k-ms’k)dm dk dx.

.

p=0 or 1, the support of ur is contained in
Clearly, on G
N X eo k -1Mk.
Let H be
5. Case of n=2q+l (odd). First consider =r on G
a subgroup of MSO(n 1) consisting of elements o the orm

0
--sin 0

0

cos 0

1

Then H is a Cartan subgroup of M nd that of K at the same time.
Put
e(l<] < q), and
D(h)= I-[ (1--22; 1) 1-[ (1--22)(1--272),

=

j<k

jk

D(h)=D(h) [I (1-2)(1-271)
< <
Then the Weyl’s integration formulas for M and K are given as
follows.

Lemma 1. Let b and b’ be continuous functions on M and K
respectively.

Then

(m) dm

o

1

]w.]

’(k)dk- 1

oo
oo

,(m-’hm)D(h)dm dh,

4/(k-’hk) D(h) dk dh,

,

,

,

where dh denotes the normalized Haar measure on H and Wu, W
denote the Weyl groups of (M H), (K H) respectively.
Apply this lemma to (5) with p--0, and note that W/Wu has a
system of representatives {1, w}, where w changes only the sign of t.
Then we get the following
Lemma2. For (x, u) e G tet u=k-hk with hell k e K and
put
D(h) (d(,> e_<,>).
1
ur(x,
+

, ,

u)=((h)+e(ooh)) D(h

.

.

Then this function is locally summable and gives r on G
Next consider zr on G Let H’ be a subgroup of H consisting
of elements h in (6) with 0q =0.
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Lemma 3. Any element of MI=Ms is conjugate to some h’s
e H’s. Any element in KI=Ks=Kt is conjugate to some ht e Ht.
Two elements hit and h2t are conjugate to each other under K if and
only if so are hl and h2 under WK. Moreover h’s e H’s is conjugate to
h’t e Ht under K for any h’ e H’.
From this lemma, we see that zr on G is a distribution supported
by a subvariety of lower dimension.
Let H (resp.
6. Case of n=2q (even). First consider =r on G
A ) be a subgroup of M SO(n-1) (resp. of K) consisting of elements
of the form

.

h=’

(7)

0

u(o)

(res.p. a=(X_

""

0

))

.

,

This
Then H is a Cartan. subgroup of M and HA is that of K
of
a
subvariety
shows that r on G is a distribution supported by
lower dimension.
Next consider r on G
Lemma 4. Any element in M=Ms is conjugate to some hs e Hs.
Similarly any element in K=Ks is conjugate to some hs e Hs.
Let Z- be the centralizer of Hs ia K aad N-= {k e K; k(Hs)k
Hs}. Then Z-=HHso, where So is a in (7) with 8q=. The
group W_=N-/Z- is isomorphic to the Weyl group of (M H), and
moreover acts on Hs in the similar way. Put for h in (7), 2=e
(l]q--1) and
(1+2)(1+2;),
D(hs)= (1--22; ) (1--22)(1--2;2; )

.

,

j

l<jq-L

j<

.

(1--)(1--).
l<j<q-1

(ms)

ol

D(hs) D(h)

,

-

Then we have the following integration ormulas.
be continuous functions on M and K
Let and
Lemma
respectively. Then
1
dm
(m-’hsm)D(hs) dmdh

Io

’

,o o

#’(k-lhsk)D(hs)dk dh.
#’(ks)dk- 1
w_i
We note here that a Cartan subgroup of non-connected K in the
sense of Chevalley [1, Expos 7] turns out, in this case, to be the
centralizer of a maximal torus in K, and hence is contained completely
For instance, HA is a Cartan subgroup of both K and K at
in K

.

the same time.
Apply the above integration formulas to (5) with p
we get the following

1 successively,
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LemmaS. For (x, us) eG 1, let us--k-hsk with hell
and put
1
D(hs) (e<x,+e_i<x,).

z(hs)

, ,
keK

.

Then this function is locally summable and gives. r on G
Remark. The regularity o irreducible characters on the connected component containing the space reflexion of E(2)= R 0(2) (the
case n=2), and especially of the (non-connected) Heisenberg group is
utilized in Wigner’s ormula for the inverse of the Weyl quantization
map [5].
The second named author dedicates this paper to. his friend the late Shintani,
eventhough it is too small for his originality in mathematics which he admired
all the time. The conversation with him about his work [4] was one of the motivations to study the subject in this paper.
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